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The British teenager is on the ride of her life and is through to her first major semifinal at the US Open. Grand Slam stages, fashion magazine features…What can’t Emma Raducanu conquer at this point?
Emma Raducanu talks success and inner strength in British Vogue feature
The tennis sensation, who made history at Wimbledon this year and just reached her maiden Grand Slam quarter final at the US Open, talks to Olivia Marks in the October issue of British Vogue ...
“If You Have Inner Strength, You Can Achieve Whatever You Want”: Vogue Meets Emma Raducanu, The British Teen Taking Tennis By Storm
Last week I wrote about the heretofore secret, and perhaps entirely imagined, connection between two of the most significant tennis phenomena of 1974: Jimmy Connors, and the Inner Game of Tennis ...
Playing Ball: Brash Jim vs. Zen Tim
Osaka lights the Tokyo Olympic Games cauldron.Credit ... that she will continue striving to find that balance between the quest for inner peace, the demands of the tennis tour, and the desire to ...
Strings attached: Osaka striving to balance activism, inner peace and tennis
Emma Raducanu has made history as the youngest British player to reach the quarterfinals of the U.S. Open. Olivia Marks meets the 18 year-old tennis star.
Meet Emma Raducanu, the British Teen Taking Tennis By Storm
I have not experienced as a professional athlete, so I cannot understand the inner ... players games. She needs the skill of controlling her mind and bear up the bad situation. Although I think she ...
What do you think is causing tennis player Naomi Osaka's problems?
Writing in the Daily Telegraph , the mother of professional players Andy and Jamie Murray, 62, said it's 'so exciting to have a new poster girl' in the British sport, and praised her 'incredible ...
Judy Murray says it's important not to 'overburden' Emma Raducanu and advises team to hold her back
Raducanu will be the British No 1 on Monday after becoming the first qualifier to reach the US Open semi-finals ...
When is Emma Raducanu’s next match? What time to watch her US Open 2021 semi-final vs Maria Sakkari tonight
Emma Raducanu, Leylah Fernandez and Carlos Alcaraz are three names to remember as the US Open continues into the quarterfinals ...
The Next Generation of Tennis: What to Know About the Teen Athletes Ruling the 2021 US Open
The broadcaster and former British tennis player said the 18-year-old is an 'absolute dream commercially' while appearing on Good Morning Britain from his Surrey home today.
Emma Raducanu is a natural successor to Andy Murray as the new star of British tennis and her life will change in 'ways she can't imagine' says Andrew Castle as her ex-coach ...
She’s been blitzing opponents that are vastly more experienced than her but can’t seem to cope with her level of intensity and her strength of mind on the court. The excitement around her is incredibl ...
Annabel Croft: ‘Emma Raducanu could go all the way to the top of the game’
Telluride: Race looms large throughout Rex Miller and Sam Pollard’s fascinating, candid portrait of the trailblazing tennis pro.
‘Citizen Ashe’ Review: Doc Follows How the Tumultuous ’60s Helped Define the Trailblazing Tennis Pro
As the cries rang out around Arthur Ashe Stadium court during his first round match against Danish newcomer Holger Rune, an all-too-familiar sense of isolation descended on Novak Djokovic. At the ...
Comment – Novak Djokovic’s biggest opponent is revealed… and he won’t meet him on court
An inner-city tennis club is set for an overhaul which could see it host practice matches ahead of international tournaments – but demolish its existing courts. The club has released plans to ...
Prospect Tennis Club plans to host practice matches for the Adelaide International Tennis Tournament
The League supports the community by offering complimentary tennis education and lessons to inner-city children ... Double-A South Standings/Results (as of games of 8/15/21) North Division ...
Chattanooga RiverCity Tennis Classic Set June 24-26
Andy Murray has channeled his inner Nick Kyrgios in an expletive-laden ... "I mean I still get in trouble for it today — behaving badly on a tennis court. I've just never been able not to ...
Andy Murray loses his cool during first round loss at Winston-Salem Open
Our FREE newsletter will keep you ahead of the game CIARA Griffin will look to channel her inner Serena Williams as she strives to lead Ireland to World Cup qualification next month. Griffin had two ...
'It just made things a bit easier for me' Ciara Griffin on channelling her inner Serena Williams
The attention the 24-year-old women brought to athletes' inner struggles ... pandemic-can-be-beaten-games-health-adviser-says-2021-08-07. Earlier, Osaka had stunned the tennis world https ...
Olympics-Support for Biles, Osaka shows progress on mental health
Kit Harington is sort of best known for playing just one role and, tragically, it’s not daffy tennis player ... unique blend of inner torture and medieval heroics. However Game of Thrones ...
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